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Protecting your most valuable assets - your people - is the most fundamental part of your
business. Understanding and mitigating travel risk for your employees is of utmost important
to allow your team the time to prepare for or avoid the threats of traveling altogether. Preauthorizing travel not only ensures that travel is necessary, within budget and in compliance with
policy, but also provides an opportunity to understand the risk level of the travel destination.
Chrome River’s latest partnership with WorldAware allows customers to integrate cityspecific risk data into their travel approval process. Travelers can simply enter the city where
they will be traveling to, and Chrome River can automatically poll WorldAware’s database
of more than 2,200 locations, and provide a real-time, 1-5 risk rating based on a variety
of natural and man-made risks. This data can then be used in the pre-approval process to
escalate the approval level based on risk rating. With Chrome River and WorldAware, global
organizations can both ensure travelers’ safety while on the road and make life easier for
them by delivering an intuitive expense management solution.
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Prepare
With world-class intelligence and actionable insights from
WorldAware, you and your travelers can be proactive on whether
or not to travel to certain parts of the world. Establish strong
policies with these insights to restrict travel.

Pre Approval Risk
Ratings
Leverage City-specific Data
Travelers simply need to enter the city
they will be traveling to and Chrome

Monitor
Gain visibility into ongoing global threats and how they affect

River can quickly leverage this data
from WorldAware’s database of over
2,200 locations.

your travelers. With this insight, you can minimize or avoid risks
for your travelers to ensure their safety.

Utilize Risk Ratings
Chrome River provides a real-time,
1-5 risk rating based on city data

Respond

including a wide variety of natural and
man-made risks.

Know where your travelers are at all times to minimize exposure
of danger. Create protocols unique to your organization’s needs

Keep Your Travelers Compliant

to manage risk.

Leverage compliance rules to allow
travel based on risk ratings or to display
warning messages appropriate to the
level of risk.

Seamless Approval Routing
Apply routing rules based on the risk
rating to appropriate individuals within
your organization that need visibility to
travel locations and associated risks.

About Chrome River
Chrome River provides expense and invoice
automation solutions that let business flow
for more than 1,000 organizations worldwide.
Chrome River’s commitment to delivering
a superior customer journey by creating
long-term value for its customers, makes it
a preferred choice of CFOs, CIOs, AP teams,
travel managers and business travelers.
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